






















advice on the matter. 



Submission extra notes. A Pugh 

*Density and section size, urban assessment. Amberley still has land around its current boundaries that 
can be rezoned in the future. Such high-density housing is not maintaining the rural country town 
character. 

*Sustainable management of natural resources, already issues of supply and quality with Amberley's 
drinking water, that is well documented. 

* Stormwater, as being a land owner in a receiving storm water environment. Teviot drain, discharge 
access from large attenuation pond in stage 2 and across driveway at gate. I was a 274 party in the 
Environment court hearing and decision for the storm water consent CRC082988 

We had a side agreement with Hurunui district Council and the then developers of the now Clearing 
land, that we as affected parties both from stormwater and amenities values that would protect us. 
Unfortunately, HDC did not notify us to the changes to the environment court conditions that were 
made in a plan review 2018. 

I note that the officers report for the CRC082988 consent states that the area is not suitable to put 
storm water to ground due to the high-water table. The reginal council ground water scientist 
recommended monitoring bores at the site to keep measure. That information should be made 
available. As ground water is higher than ever at our property adjacent/downstream to the clearing. 

*Roading and footpaths, the new subdivision will likely attract young family's we want a safe 
environment for children and adults to walk, narrow roads cause congestion and poor parking issues. 
According to transit the clearing and retirement village will potentially increase traffic volumes by 1400 
per day, Amberley beach road is already busy and difficult to exist onto the state high way. 

*Reserves, should not be in storm water attenuation areas only, as a community we should want a clean 
safe place that puts its people as a priority. 

















The proposed subdivision does not comply with the minimum area requirements for the Residential 1A Zone
where only 20% of the lots in any subdivision may be less than 700 m² in area. 175 lots or 87% are less than
700 m². The only complying lots that are in excess of 700 m2 in area are: 126, 127, 132, 133, 138, 139, 144,
145, 1765, 179, 196, 197, 279 and 285. Does Not Comply - Non-Complying Activity 

Residential 1A Zone states that lots adjoining the Rural Zone will be less than 1,110 m2 in area. All lots adjoining
the Rural Zone are less than 1,110 m2 in area. Does Not Comply - Non-Complying Activity 

Residential 1A Zone states each allotment must be able to contain a square measuring 15 m by 15 m clear of
any easement or water body. 19 Lots (124, 125, 128 – 131, 134 – 137, 140 – 143 and 280-284) do not provide a
minimum shape factor of 15 m x 15 m. Does Not Comply - Non-Complying Activity 

In reference to the Novo Urban Assessment report dated 16th May 2022, Page 14, Policy Point 5.5, The
Applicant has stated “The proposal contains a range of lot sizes, from larger lots of 1000m2 to smaller lots of
400-450m2 to manage the density”. The subdivision plan shows only one single lot (Lot#179) of 1028m2. The
term “larger lots of 1000m2” implying more than one, is completely misleading. 

Of 201 proposed lots, only 14 lots adhere to 1A Zone, this equates to 187 lots or 93% of the proposed
subdivision lots being non-compliant with the District Plan. 

Stated in the Acoustic Engineering Services report dated 21 March 2022, “Road traffic noise and v bration can
cause annoyance, sleep disturbance and other adverse health effects. In order to ensure that occupants of
dwellings and other noise sensitive activities are not adversely affected, Waka Kotahi New Zealand Transport
Agency (NZTA) has published a document titled Guide to management of effects on noise sensitive land use
near to the state highway network, detailing criteria for ensuring noise levels and vibrations are acceptable and
consistent with the criteria outlined in NZS6806:2010 Acoustics – Road Traffic Noise – new and altered roads.  

Based on the NZTA road and traffic information data, the Acoustic Engineering Services report determined that
the affected area extends some 100 metres from the nearest marked lane of Carters Road (State Highway 1)
into the subdivision.  

The Applicants proposed solution to overcome this breach of noise and vibration regulation is the building of a
three-metre high acoustic barrier along the boundaries of the NZTA designation, totalling a length of
approximately 382.31 metres long Carters Road/State Highway 1, as shown on the subdivision plan.  

The proposed solution is a 1 metre high bund on top of which will be constructed a 2 metre high acoustic barrier
(wall). The presence of a wall of this dimension in a high visibility location such as State Highway 1 presents a
significant risk for tagging. Having spent 30+ years in major cities that have used this type of acoustic barrier
along motorways and main thoroughfares that pass through the suburbs and seeing the extent of the tagging, it
is inevitable that undesirable social behaviour such tagging will become an issue in Amberley. 

Already the Hurunui district suffers from antisocial behaviour at numerous locations and intersections, with fresh
back rubber tyre marks from burnouts and drifting evident on a weekly basis along Mr Brown Road, Douglas
Road, Reserve Road, Ram Paddock Road, Georges Road and Amberley Beach Road. 

The proposed 3m high acoustic barrier is not in keeping with Hurunui District Plan Objective 4.2 where the
objective clearly states “retaining its country town character, sense of community and connectivity with its rural
surroundings”. No other North Canterbury town that resides along State Highway 1 has an acoustic barrier of
this magnitude. 

In Settlement Zones the minimum legal width of any road reserve must be 20 m for any road classified as a local
road and 10 m greater than the required carriageway width for any road with any other classification (see
Appendix 8.1 for road classifications); e. In Settlement Zones any new public road shall have a footpath formed
on both sides.  

The main spine road of the proposed subdivision (Road 1) being a continuation of the road design within Stages
1 and 2 has an 18 m legal width. The secondary loop road does not have a footpath on both sides. Does Not
Comply 

Land use consent is also sought to undertake earthworks on a contaminated site. As cited in the Detailed Site
report by Davis Ogilvie dated 16th May 2022 19 samples were submitted to Analytica Laboratories Ltd for heavy

























 

15 September 2022 

 

Hurunui District Council  
PO Box 13  
66 Carters Road 
Amberley, 7441 

North Canterbury, New Zealand 

Dear Helga,  

Regional Council submission on Notified Resource Consent RC220060 

Canterbury Regional Council (CRC or the Regional Council) appreciates the opportunity to 

provide a submission on notified resource consent RC220060.  

Overall, the Regional Council is neutral on the application. The purpose of our submission is to:  

• highlight potential flood risks at the site of the proposed subdivision and outline the 

relevant provisions of the Canterbury Regional Policy Statement (CRPS); and  

• note that activities occurring as part of the proposed subdivision may require resource 

consent under the Regional Council’s Canterbury Land and Water Regional Plan 

(LWRP), the National Environment Standards for Freshwater (NES-F) and the 

Canterbury Air Regional Plan (CARP).  

The reasoning for our submission is set out below.  

We thank you for providing the opportunity for us to comment. CRC staff are happy to further 

discuss the Regional Council’s feedback with HDC staff.  

Yours sincerely 

Jeff Smith 

Team Leader Planning  
  



 

 

Submission on Resource Consent Application Subject to Public Notification  

Resource Management Act 1991 – Form 13 

Name of submitter:  Canterbury Regional Council (Environment Canterbury)  

Physical address: 200 Tuam Street, Christchurch 8011  

Address for service: Canterbury Regional Council 

PO Box 345 

Christchurch 8140  

Contact person: Daniel Cox  

Email: Regional.Planning@ecan.govt.nz 

Telephone: 0800 324 636  

This is a submission on the application from UWC Limited (the applicant) for RC220060 

to undertake stages 3-6 of a multi-staged residential subdivision  

Environment Canterbury is not directly affected by an effect of the subject matter of the 

submission that: 

(a) adversely affects the environment; and  

(b) does not relate to trade competition or the effects of trade competition.  

Environment Canterbury is not a trade competitor.  

The specific parts of the application that the submission relates to are set out below.  

 

 

  



 

 

Overall, CRC is neutral on the application. However, we note that based on the information 

provided by the applicant, there may be requirements for resource consents under relevant 

regional plans and national environmental standards administered by the Regional Council. Our 

submission also highlights flood mitigation works that may be required to help avoid risks from 

natural hazards and give effect to the Canterbury Regional Policy Statement.  

Flood Hazard Risk 

Chapter 11 of the Canterbury Regional Policy Statement (CRPS) provides a framework for 

managing the risks from natural hazards in Canterbury.  

Objective 11.2.1 seeks to ensure that any risks from natural hazards are avoided in the first 

instance, and otherwise mitigated.  

Policy 11.3.2 requires any new subdivision, use or development (excluding critical infrastructure) 

to be avoided unless there is no increased risk to life and the subdivision, use or development 

meets certain criteria. This includes ensuring that the subdivision, use, or development:  

• is of a type not likely to suffer material damage in an inundation event; or 

• is ancillary or incidental to the main development; or 

• meets all of the following criteria: 

o new building has an appropriate floor level above the 0.5% AEP design flood 

level; and 

o hazardous substances will not be inundated during a 0.5% AEP flood event;  

o provided that a higher standard of management of inundation hazard events may 

be adopted where local catchment conditions warrant (as determined by a 

cost/benefit assessment). 

Based on the information provided by the applicant, CRC notes that flooding is the main natural 

hazard of concern at this site. While the site is not located within an area that could be affected 

by flooding from major rivers and/or streams, there is potential for surface flooding at the site 

during significant local rainfall events.  

For most areas of the site that are proposed to be developed into residential sections, this is 

likely to be relatively shallow in nature. However, flooding has the potential to be deeper in parts 

of the site such as the remainder of Dry Gully, the land immediately adjacent to Teviots Drain, 

and the Eastern corner of the site. We note the consent applicant intends to leave these sites 

undeveloped or utilise them for stormwater management. We consider that an assessment of 

Teviots Drain should be undertaken to evaluate its capacity for the subdivision size, and to 

ensure it will not overflow onto surrounding sections in a flooding event.   

We note that the applicant intends to contact CRC and Hurunui District Council at building 

consent stage to confirm any minimum floor level requirements for the site. However, the 

applicant has not specifically stated that floor levels will meet the standard of mitigation required 

by the CRPS. Furthermore, CRC considers that it would not be appropriate to wait until the 

building consent stage to establish floor levels that meet the CRPS requirements. We 



 

 

recommend that the applicants establish section levels and/or floor levels prior to subdivision to 

demonstrate that the CRPS requirements can be met.  

The applicants have also not discussed the potential for offsite flood effects, and this would need 

to be dealt with at the subdivision stage.  

Regional Council - Resource Consent Requirements 

CRC notes that there is not sufficient information to determine whether activities proposed to be 

undertaken will be provided for as permitted activities under relevant regional plans and national 

environment standards.  

National Environmental Standards Freshwater (NES-F)  

CRC considers that an assessment will be required under the NES-F to determine whether there 

are any natural wetlands located on site, and if so, whether regulations 37-56 are complied with. 

In addition, it appears that the proposal involves reclamation of a water body (river). If so, this 

will be a discretionary activity under Regulation 57. Lastly, if any culverts are proposed, 

regulations 70 and 71 of the NES-F will need to be complied with.  

Canterbury Land and Water Regional Plan (LWRP) 

While it appears, from the information provided, that groundwater levels are not particularly high 

across the site, confirmation is needed as to whether site dewatering will be required, and 

whether there will be groundwater interception. Resource consents may be required under the 

LWRP.  

As noted above, the site contains an area identified as ‘dry gully’ which appears to form part of 

the Hurunui District Council stormwater network authorised by way of resource consent 

CRC082988. No assessment appears to have been provided of the potential for this proposal 

to impact the Amberley stormwater network or to cause resultant effects on the environment. 

While the site is not located within an identified flood zone, CRC considers that the capacity of 

Teviots Drain should be assessed to confirm that it is sufficiently sized for the requirements of 

the subdivision. If Hurunui District Council will not accept the discharge under their global 

resource consent, resource consents are anticipated to be required for both the construction 

phase and operational phase stormwater.  

If (as part of the proposed application) water bodies/waterways are to be reclaimed, and/or 

culverts proposed, there are likely to be resource consent requirements under the LWRP (see 

LWRP rules 5.163 – 5.169 for earthworks and vegetation removal & rules 5.137 – 5.141 for 

culverts).   

CRC is aware of wetland areas within dry gully historical aerial photography and recent aerial 

photography suggest that there are also potentially other areas of wetlands outside of the 

identified dry gully stormwater management area. CRC considers that an ecological survey 

should be carried out at the site to determine whether there are any wetlands or inland natural 

wetlands (not mutually exclusive with being part of a stormwater network on the site). If it is 



 

 

determined that wetlands are present onsite, resource consent will be required under the LWRP 

(see LWRP rules 5.159 - 5.161).  

The proposed earthworks on site will need also need to be assessed against the earthworks 

over aquifer rules from the LWRP (see LWRP rules 5.175 to 5.178).   

Canterbury Air Regional Plan  

Any discharges to air (of dust for example) will also need to be assessed in accordance with the 

Canterbury Air Regional Plan, although CRC considers that these can likely be complied with.  

Conclusion 

CRC would encourage the applicant to provide further information and to contact us to determine 

the resource consent requirements under the relevant regional plans and national environmental 

standards noted above.  

If there is a consent required under either the NES-F or any regional plan, CRC recommends 

that Hurunui District Council defer the application under s91(1) of the Resource Management 

Act 1991 to ensure that there will be no significant impediments for the applicant under the 

regional planning framework.  

If there are any questions regarding our submission, please contact Daniel Cox 

Daniel.cox@ecan.govt.nz and he will be happy to assist.  

We do not wish to be heard in support of our submission.  

 

 









































 

 

 

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT ACT 1991 

Submission on Subdivision and Land Use Application RC220060 and RC220072 

By UMC Ltd 

 

 

To:  Hurunui District Council 

PO Box 13 

AMBERLEY 7643 

submissions@hutunui.govt.nz  

 

Submitter: Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency 

PO Box 1479 

CHRISTCHURCH 8011 

 

 

Pursuant to the First Schedule of the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA), Waka Kotahi NZ 

Transport Agency (Waka Kotahi) hereby makes this neutral submission to a subdivision and land 

use consent application from UWC Limited (the applicant) for Stages 3-6 of a multi-staged residential 

development known as ‘The Clearing’ located at 64 Amberley Beach Road and 187 Carters Road, 

Amberley.  

 

The land subject to this plan change is located generally to the east of State Highway 1 at the 

southern edge of Amberley township and has a primary access to Carter Road (State Highway 1). 

Some subdivision traffic will use Amberley Beach Road and contribute to vehicle movements at the 

Amberley Beach Road intersection with the State Highway.  

 

WAKA KOTAHI NZ TRANSPORT AGENCY’S SUBMISSION: 

The proposed rezoning provides for a significant additional area of residential land at Amberley from 

the 201 proposed lots. 

 

Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency’s Statutory Functions, Powers and Responsibilities 

 

1. The statutory objective of Waka Kotahi under the Land Transport Management Act 2003 

(LTMA) is to undertake its functions in a way that contributes to an effective, efficient, and safe 

land transport system in the public interest.  



 

2. Waka Kotahi must carry out its functions in a way that delivers the transport outcomes set by 

the Government and which are provided in the Government Policy Statement on Land 

Transport 2021/22-2030/31 (GPS). This GPS was released by the Minister of Transport In 

September 2020, and came into effect from 1 July 2021. The strategic priorities for funding in 

the GPS include:  safety, better travel options, improving freight connections and climate 

change.  

3. The ‘Outcomes Framework’ issued by the Ministry of Transport (MOT) defines the long-term 

strategic outcomes for New Zealand’s transport system and explains how government and the 

transport sector should work together toward these outcomes, being: 

a. Inclusive Access 

b. Economic Prosperity 

c. Resilience and Security 

d. Environmental Sustainability 

e. Healthy and Safe People 

4. Waka Kotahi supports planned development in appropriate areas and considers this should 

occur in a manner which does not compromise the effectiveness, efficiency, resilience, and 

safety of the transport network. Therefore, Waka Kotahi seeks to participate in these 

proceedings to ensure that the subdivision does not adversely affect the transport network.  

5. Waka Kotahi would not gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission.  

 

Submission 

 

6. Waka Kotahi has been consulted by the applicant on the planning for Stages 3-6 and has 

assessed traffic modelling done for the proposed Stages 3-6 development. Waka Kotahi 

understands that the proposed road network forms a continuation of the internal road network 

established as part of Stages 1 and 2, with the road providing a spine through the 

development. The proposed Stage 3-6 development will access Carters Road (SH1) via a 

planned new road and intersection to be established north of the application site at 175 Carters 

Road. The internal road network provides connections to the north via an extension of the 

main spine road east to west, which ultimately connects to Carters Road (SH1). 

7. Waka Kotahi provided the applicant with a letter dated 2 May 2022 that included the following 

advice: 
 

a) An assessment was made relying on information including: 

• Estimated traffic generation volumes and assumed traffic distribution scenarios 

• Resultant estimated future intersection volumes 

• Comparison of estimated future intersection volumes against those modelled 

and/or accepted in the previously consented retirement village and Stage 1-2 

development for ‘The Clearing’ 

• Masterplan images showing all consented, proposed and future stages of ‘The 

Clearing’ development in the context of the surrounding road network and 

retirement village complex. 

b) Waka Kotahi agrees in principle to the proposed Stage 3-5 development (including traffic 

associated with the future Stage 6 proposal). Waka Kotahi considers that the planned 

new intersection design associated with the consented retirement village development 






